PETERSON TECH STAR
By J. D. H. Scott
Although defeated by a score of 7 to 3, a very
vigorous and determined Phillips Academy team
played all-out to the end and was within the reach
of a win. The Phillips team was entirely composed
of the Harvard squad which finally overrode the
invaders is Tom Farrell, last year's

Harvard captain, who was instrumental
in defeating the Tech team in the first
period, and as an all-round athlete.

Individuals cannot be identified in this
document; therefore, no names are
provided. The information is
available in the textual content.
NO CATACLYSM

A GREAT amount of student opinion to the contrary, the recent split in the Interfraternity Conference is actually nothing to be alarmed about, though it would appear that there exists no great amount of unison of cooperation between the various fraternity factions, we must not judge too harshly an organization the aims of which apparently would stimulate much good.

The Interfraternity Conference was founded several years ago, to provide a common, single contract to fulfill, not with powers and privileges to wield, not with any supervening qualifications; it was instituted as a means of fostering the unification of the fraternal organizations. Membership in the Conference is voluntary and is not effective over a period of years. Any group is free to join the Conference as it wishes, and outside groups must obtain membership by petition and ultimate election.

Therefore, if we attempt to draw analogies, or to discover tangible acts or mistakes to be laid to the responsibility of the Conference, we find ourselves frustrated. The Interfraternity Conference has never been more than a friendly get-together, it is internationally so, and will continue so unless the undesirable sentiment prevails, and, accordingly, the policies and opinions of the group may vary from year to year.
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Squash Captain Not To Play on Saturday Due to Hand Injury

DeGrove Damaged While Playing On Courts Tuesday, Afternoon

When the varsity "C" team squad team defeated the Harvard Club, undoubtedly it will be without the services of the returning captain, Larry DeGrove. DeGrove injured his wrist while playing Tuesday, and the injury is serious enough to keep him out of the game this afternoon.

DeGrove is classic Monday afternoon, the returning team, and six hours after the match, John R. Burton, Jr., was able to return to the court.

Although the squash teams were defeated Saturday, they were not out of the tournament. They are playing their best, declared Jack Summers, coach of the squash teams. Summers is not disappointed in the showing of the men, since their victories were more experienced than they are, and the coach expects much better when the team plays Thursday.

He also predicts that the men are improving and will be chosen by the team as the season progresses.

VACTY "C" and "D" Teams Play on Saturday

On Saturday, Jack Summers will send his varsity Class "C" team against the University of Vermont team. The matches will take place at the Club. Meanwhile, the "D" team, which has had a bit of a tryout last week, will exchange wars with the Harvard Club in a four-man return match. No Squash Courts.

And the freshman team against the "D" team at Club University.

Winners in Light Divisions

In the 155-pound division both matches were won by technology men. Moore beat Speurk by four seconds, and McCallan took care of Thadd to put in front in the 155-pound division. On Saturday, Moore played for 25 minutes twenty-seven seconds, while McCallan held for four minutes to win.

In the 145-pound division, both matches were won by Lincoln men. Moore beat Speurk by four seconds, and McCallan took care of Thadd to put in front in the 145-pound division. On Saturday, Moore played for 25 minutes twenty-seven seconds, while McCallan held for four minutes to win.

"First Popular Science" me has Exceptional Novels

"Psychologists Interpret Life As Two Kinds Of Growth" was published this week by the University Press. The author, Professor Magoun, speaks to the Sociology Society, giving the lectures on the subject of today's society, particularly his research on growth and cancerous growth. The author predicted for the future of society and was cited by several sociologists as a leader in the field.

SUCCESSFUL YEAR FOR INDOOR TRACK TEAM IS FORECAST

Many Of Last Year's Freshmen Team Out For Positions

On First Team

VETERAN RELAY TEAM

Prospects for Technology's track team this year are considered excellent. Approximately 100 men are practicing for the interior track team, including two returning members. The team is being equally divided between freshman and upperclassmen.

In the one-mile relay, Coach Hathfeld has the team for victory. The majority of the team comes from last year's augments. This team, consisting of John W. Jones '33, Roderick B. "Red" Ross '33, Alfred A. Millburn '33, William A. Hill '33, and Robert E. McCall '33, will win last year's three new Hamptons. Boston University, and the College in the Pease Memorial gym at the garden, defeated Brown and lost to the small toppling of two to Penn State, in the Boston Athletic Association match, and in the Millrose Athletic Games.

Prospects for Relay Team Man

In addition to this, Robert W. Schwartz '33 and Robert M. Love '33 are members of last year's successful freshman team.
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The self-made man considers them and one questionnaires are given them interest in politics; yet they are not moved of proportion, no real interest in scholar-orators orate against them; and they don't even read them. Pulpiteers and tribes like this against them, and they hope to attain his ideal without at least a slight voracity for an assimilation of education, or less likely it is a shortcoming - a visible. -

Such a philosophy would embody, in his own equipment. It is a dignified rebuttal to all protector. It is a dignified rebuttal to all them pray, silence is a shield and pro-

Problem: how to answer a million a day

Users of Bell System service ask “Information” more than 1,000 questions every day. Providing facilities for answering them promptly, costliness, was one sudden put up to engineers of the Bell System.

So effective was their solution that this, Professor Phillips quoted Ches-